Auditory and visual speech perception is predicted by
distinct cortical encoding networks
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Unimodal auditory and visual (lip
reading) speech comprehension are
(1)
behaviourally dissociated
But: Neuroimaging studies show
(2)
processing overlap

Overall encoding („stimulus-related“)

Auditory speech is represented bilaterally in frontotemporal areas (to a greater extent left)
Visual speech is represented bilaterally in occipital
areas

Successful speech comprehension
depends on stimulus-related and
(3,4)
percept-related word encoding

Only little overlap, suggesting that largely distinct
regions reflect “stimulus-related” visual and acoustic
speech signals

We sought to disentangle stimulusrelated (low-level) and percept-related
(higher-level) word encoding in auditory
speech comprehension and lip reading
tasks using a decoding approach

Fig 3. Word decoding performance. Surface projections show areas with
significant classification performance at the group level (surface projection of the tstatistics, corrected at p=0.05 FWE, one-sided). Panel C overlays the significant
effects from both conditions, with the overlap shown in green.
Fig. 2. Analysis pipeline.

Behavioural performance
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Fig. 1. Behavioural results.
Dots represent individual
performances. Lines denote
group median and boxes
interquartile ranges.
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Large left-lateralised ventral cluster and rightlateralised parietal cluster predict auditory speech
comprehension

20 healthy participants
(9 female, age 18 – 39 years)
MEG recorded while perceiving
sentences

Task:

• Auditory performance:
M = 69.7% (SD = 7.1%)

• Visual (lip reading) performance:
M = 71.7% (SD = 20.0%)

Overlap comprises regions in the left inferior frontal
gyrus and temporal pole

“I forgot to say, this Sunday morning
Louise saw two beautiful apartments.“

outstanding

•

Three left-lateralised dorsal clusters and one rightlateralised auditory cluster predict visual speech
comprehension

Conditions:
auditory (in noise) + visual (lipreading)

Which adjective appeared in the sentence?

• auditory staircase procedure to determine
individual noise level worked

Behaviourally-relevant encoding („percept-related“)

impressive

beautiful

exciting

Analysis of decoding performance:
Similarity within vs. between target
words
“beautiful”
“beautiful”

• Lip reading shows large variance: Some
participants perform at ceiling, some at
chance level (25%).

“outstanding”
“impressive”
“exciting”

Fig. 4. Cortical areas in which neural word representations predict subject’s
percept. Coloured areas denote significant group-level effects (surface projection of
the cluster-based permutation statistics. Dots mark local maxima. Panel C overlays
the significant effects from both conditions, with the overlap shown in green.

Behaviourally-relevant “percept-related” areas differ
from “sensory-related” areas

Summary
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